Case Report:

Patented herbal formula, an immune system booster, controls
symptoms and lowers PSA in 74 year old male with grade 7 seven
prostate cancer.
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Abstract
G, D., Male. Age 74
This patient presented to us with prostate cancer, elevated PSA, fatigue and
uncomfortable weight gain. He had been diagnosed with prostate cancer by biopsy in
1991. He is an active minister but is unable to fulfill a significant portion of his
professional duties and he has become despondent. His symptoms include urinary
frequency, nocturia and slow, impeded urinary flow.
Following the start of the patented herbal formula the patients’ symptoms have
improved steadily. His energy levels have increased, his urinary flow has increased and
urinary frequency has decreased. He has lost thirty pounds with a substantial amount of
fat around his midline and is feeling much healthier.
At the time of his biopsy in June 2001 his PSA was 10.4. He elected not to
continue on Lupron after receiving one dose in July. He also decided not to have
chemotherapy nor radiation therapy. Instead, he did research and came to us wanting a
more natural treatment regime.
He was started on the patented herbal formula in July 2001. His PSA dropped
significantly to 1.2 in October and to 1.1 in November 2001. Unfortunately, on his own,
the patient stopped the formula in December because of the dramatic drop in his PSA
which had been elevated for years (his first PSA in 1996 was 5).
In February, a follow-up PSA was 3.8 and in June it was 6.3. At that time he was
restarted on the patented herbal formula. AMAS in February was normal at 56
(ref. <135) was 61 in December of 2002; and was 72 in October 2003.
The patient has continued on the formula, remains asymptomatic at this time, and
is able to perform all aspects of daily living without any difficulties including running his
congregation.
Introduction
The patented herbal formula synergistically combines herbal extracts and
phytochemical compounds with a liposomal delivery system in an easy to administer
suspension. The phytochemical compounds include Chrysin, Coriolus versicolor, 3, 3’

Diindolylmethane, Resveratrol, Tumeric Extract, Green Tea Extract, Quercitin, and LSelenium Methionine.
Michael Farley, N.D. developed the patented herbal formula as a primary tool in
treating diseases of immunodeficiency. As such, life threatening diseases such as cancer
and AIDS have routinely responded to the patented herbal formula, literally bringing
those patients from a bed-ridden state back to normal function.
Cancer rates increase when the immune system is suppressed from
immunodeficiency diseases. Children with immunodeficiency diseases have an increased
rate of lymphoma, leukemia and Hodgkin’s disease. HIV positive patients with
immunosuppression have many types of cancer including Kaposi’s sarcoma, nonHodgkin’s lymphoma, cervical cancer, and Hodgkin’s disease. Organ transplant patients
and autoimmune disease patients have an increased incidence of cancer due to the use of
immunosuppressive drugs. Researchers believe the immune system plays an important
role in prevention, recognizing, and destroying cancer cells.
The use of natural compounds for the treatment of cancer is growing throughout
the world. Most of these compounds have low toxicity and benefit the whole patient.
Liposomal Delivery System
The unique property of a liposomal delivery system is a higher cellular uptake and
a prolonged circulation of chemotherapeutic agents. Therefore, the herbal formula
utilizes a liposomal delivery system to maximize the actions of each of its compounds.
AMAS TEST: (antibody to malignin in serum)
The AMAS test is a quantitative, immunochemical determination that measures
micrograms per milliliter by spectrophotometer. There is no need for subjective measures
such as interpretation of colors, shape and configuration of cells etc., depending upon the
eye of a pathologist or lab technician. Rather it measures optical density, which is then
translated into micrograms per milliliter.
AMAS is a general cancer test. The discovery of the AMAS was the result of
brain cancer research.
It is independent of cell type or cancer type. It is a generic test for cancer of all
types and independent of specific cell types because it measures the appearance of an
antigen that appears in every cancer cell in the body regardless of location. The antigen
that appears in every cancer cell stimulates an immune response that produces a specific
antibody to the antigen.
If a cell is transformed to a malignant state regardless of its cell type it releases a
substance called malignin peptide. The body recognizes the malignant peptide as foreign
and makes an antibody against it.
The AMAS test measures that specific antibody it does NOT measure antigens.
All the other tests measure antigens (bio marker test, CEA, PSA, CA125). The AMAS
test has lower false positives than the antigen tests and is elevated earlier than other tests.
It returns to normal in remission.

Tumors/cancers release antigens into the blood stream and the more
cancer cells you have, the more antigen that is released into the blood stream. However,
since the AMAS test does not measure antigen but measures an antibody to the antigen.
Antibody is released much earlier than the antigens so the AMAS test is better in the
early stages but may be worthless at the end stages of cancer because the antibody
response is wiped out in terminal cancer or advanced cancer. It is good for high-risk
people who are healthy but have a family history of cancer. They take the test
periodically to watch for elevations.
AMAS Overall Results are shown as:
Elevated-------Repeat test is recommended
Borderline-----Repeat test recommended
Normal---------Can also occur in successfully treated cancer patients with
no evidence of disease and in advanced or terminal patients with antibody
failure.
Inconclusive---Duplicates do not agree, or laboratory error. -- Repeat test.
Results
G.D., Male, age 74
Clinically, the patient responded very rapidly once on the herbal formula with an
increase in energy and stamina. His urological symptoms resolved quickly as well.
His laboratory results are shown graphically below:
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Discussion
This 74 year old male had a long history of urological complaints starting with
BPH and prostititus for which he had a TURP in 1993. He had three UTI’s in 1997 and
his PSA was 5.0. He continued to have nocturia, frequency and impeded urinary flow all
of which resolved on the formula.
Unfortunately, because of the rapid and significant drop in PSA after years of
elevation the patient stopped the formula as well. This resulted with an increase in the
PSA but not in the AMAS.

A large part of the patient’s rapid response is due to the fact that he only had one
dose of Lupron and refused radiotherapy. This left his immune system relatively intact.
The immune boosting effect of the formula was not needed to repair the immune system
and instead was able assist the immune system in attacking the Prostate cancer itself.
Conclusion
This patented herbal formula combines natural compounds for the use in
immunodeficiency diseases. The formula is composed to maximize the utilization of
these natural compounds through a liposomal delivery system. Each compound has been
carefully selected for its synergetic and harmonizing effects upon the whole formula.
In this case a male patient with severe urological symptoms and a high PSA
level from Prostate cancer was able to rapidly reverse his symptoms and elevated
PSA by boosting his natural immune system with the herbal formula.

